E-PUSTAKDWAR PORTAL

e-pustakdwar portal is a single window, user friendly integrated platform, aims to provide packaged e-information to distance learners at UG/PG level. The course material is related to CBCS/ LOCF curriculum containing SLM (Study Learning Material), LSM (Learning Support Material), ELM (e-Learning Material), Books of SOL library, Previous Question papers, MCQ and Videos. This portal is one of the informative educational portals with links to free & open source, full text e-books & e-study material. Moreover, it also contains information resources from national e-resources repositories accessible ubiquitously with no constraints of size & space.

SCOPE

- Up to date content and easy to access.
- Any Time, Any where access.
- Links to open source institutional repositories.
- Full text access to e-book, video’s according to CBSC - LOCF Syllabus for UG/PG courses.
- Self paced and continual learning.
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HOW TO USE AND OBTAIN INFORMATION

GO TO HTTPS://SOL.DU.AC.IN

YOU CAN ACCESS ALL UG COURSE MATERIAL (CBCS) USING TAB ON LEFT SIDE AND ACCESS ALL CBCS/LOCF SYLLABUS USING TAB ON RIGHT SIDE (SYLLABUS SEMESTER I).

CLICK ON “E-PUSTAKDWAR” TAB ON MENU BAR.

CLICK ON YOUR COURSE TO GET YOUR COURSE MATERIAL (CBCS).

SELECT YOUR MEDIUM.

SELECT YOUR UNIT.

CLICK ON PDF ICON TO DOWNLOAD YOUR STUDY MATERIAL.

FOR EXAMPLE

CLICK ON COURSE B.A PROGRAMME PART-1, SEMESTER-I

CLICK ON RESOURCE CATEGORY (SLM)

CLICK ON SUBJECT (POLITICAL SCIENCE)

CLICK ON LIST OF PAPERS

CLICK ON SUBJECT (POLITICAL SCIENCE, DSC)

CLICK ON PAPER (INTRODUCTION TO POLITICAL THEORY)

CLICK ON UNIT (INTRODUCTION)